Abstract. H-Darrieus wind turbines, due to their simple design and relatively low manufacturing costs have recently received much attention particularly for standalone applications. However startup issues associated with their operation restricted their operation in areas of low average wind speed and encourages engineers to develop novel design. Several design proposed in this way but in most cases design came up with complex sensing mechanisms and mechanical actuators or high cost manufacturing parts. A recent rotor design called double Darrieus rotor proposed as a German patent case bridged these complexities appropriately. The aim of present study is to investigate this innovative design from aerodynamic point of view by means of validated CFD techniques. A flowdriven simulation setup based on 6DOF calculations employed in order to study rotor operation from stand still until peak performance obtained. Results from these precise modeling reveal the superiority of the proposed double-stage design in compare with the original H-Darrieus rotors in terms of start-up behavior and optimum performance.
Introduction
The demand for alternative energy resources is becoming crucially important with respectto declining fossil fuel resources, extreme climate change and environmental warnings [1] .As an alternative, wind energy has exhibited a great potential as a sustainable resource and has encouraged researchers to develop wind turbines of different types and sizes in recent decades.
The so-called Darrieus wind turbines and particularly those having straight blades mounted on central column, namely H-Darrieus turbine or Giromill [2] , have recently received much attention for standalone applications due to the simple design and relatively low manufacturing costs. Regardless of the several advantages these classes of turbines offer, start-up issues associated with their operation have been pointed out within literature frequently [3] . Their application therefore have restricted considerably especially in the areas with low average wind speed, including urban environments. Although excessive efforts are witnessed in order to promote self-starting capability and lead to various designs, i.e. helix rotors [4] , various passively/actively-pithed mechanisms [5] , articulating design [6] ,etc., in most cases the goal achieved by the cost of considerable complexity added to design and higher end-user price as a result, See Fig. 1 .Such rotor designs required implementation of complicated sensing and actuating mechanisms. In 2011 two simple novel design based on same principals proposed as a German patent case titled Doppelter Darrieus-Rotorand successfully bridged the associated complexity of previous designs [7] . The word double-stage in this research implies that the turbine is comprised of two concentric H-rotors of different solidity which are able to accelerate independently or mechanically-dependent, say uncoupled and rigidlycoupled, respectively from now on. In the case of the uncoupled arrangement, rotors are free to rotate based on their corresponding physical attributes and therefore result in different tip-speed ratio (TSR) during turbine operation. In the second case in which rotors are rigidly coupled both together, rotors govern the turbine rotation characteristic sinter actively. In both concepts the copresence of high-solidity (assist) and low-solidity (main) rotors results in more reliable self-staring feature (even lower cut-in speed values) and maximizing peak performance for the whole system respectively.
Although these novel designs favor of a considerable simplicity over the previous works, they did not receive the expected attention for further development. Unaddressed drive train considerations associated with their designs undoubtedly are some facts which have affected their development and commercialization. Fig. 1 . Various H-Darrieus rotor design (a) variable pitch (b) articulating (c) helix In current project both proposed double-stage designs are investigated from aerodynamic point of view by means of computational fluid dynamics tools. Their performance were studied and compared with a reference configuration under the same wind condition. The commercial CFD package ANSYS Fluent and the implemented 6DOF solver [8] have been utilized in order to conduct unsteady flow-driven simulation over whole turbine operating range.
Numerical Analysis
In present study well-referenced configuration by Rain bird [9] are used in which the three-blade rotor with cross-section of NACA 0018 airfoil is connected to the rotor arms in 50% of chord length. Detailed description of turbine rotor for all study cases namely Reference, Double-stage, and Coupled Double-stage configurations can be found in Table 1 . A validated 2D CFD simulation setup from a recently published work [3] have been employed. According to Ref. 3in order to deploy the flow-driven simulation, the computational domain is divided into rotating and stationary regions which are attached by means of interface boundaries to conserve mass and momentum, see Fig. 2 . The 6DOF solver available in ANSYS Fluent let the rotating domains to accelerate independently and relative to the stationary domain as a rigid object to simulate turbine rotation. 
Mechanical Engineering and Aeronautical Engineering
A fine quality domain mesh of approximately 70K and 110K elements for reference and doublestage configurations were generated respectively after a precise grid study. In addition to the unstructured mesh which is utilized over the whole domain, based on recommendations from literature,15 layers of quadrilateral cells are employed near the blade profile in order to benefit from calibrated accuracy of the utilized turbulence model (SST k-ω)where the attachment of flow on surfaces is of crucial importance [8] .First cell height of about 2.8x10 -2 mm and growth rate of 1.2 are applied on blade boundaries. Additionally, the maximum mesh cell size in the rotating regions was forced not to exceed 0.2 of the chord length (Fig. 3) . For the boundary conditions, a uniform velocity profile with turbulent intensity of 1% and viscosity ratio of 10has been defined on the left side of the computational domains as a velocity inlet. On the other side a pressure outlet is assumed with relative pressure of 0 Pa which represents open condition. Symmetric boundary condition was applied on the top and bottom edges to avoid blockage effect and the blades surfaces were regarded as no-slip wall boundaries, see Fig. 2 .
In current simulation an improved version of k-ω turbulence model introduced by Menter [10] and Langtry [11] , entitled as SST k-ω model, has been employed with respect to the physics of the problem. The SST k-ω model takes advantages of two-equation models, standard k-ω and k-ε. The standard k-ε model is automatically activated in free-shear layers and wake region and the original k-ω model is enabled in the near-wall regions [11] .
Regarding negligible variations witnessed in primary simulation results having shorter time step sizes, an optimum time step of 0.001 sec has been prescribed for present calculations in order to reduce computational time.CFD simulations were conducted by parallel processing and the residual convergence criterion was set to 1×10e-4 for all solution variables. (More detailed information on simulation setup can be found in Ref. 3 
)

Results and Discussion
Several simulation were performed in order to compare performance of proposed double-stage configuration and the reference case with respect to start-up behavior and their peak performance. Fig. 4 provides some information in the form of time series starting from standstill to operating equilibrium forall tested configurations. Simulation results revealed that employing double-stage rotors can result in a significant decline in start-up time span for the main rotor (say a one-half cut for uncoupled arrangement and a one-third reduction in the case of coupled arrangement were counted). Such an improvement in start-up stage occurred due to presence of the assist rotor however the peak rotation speed of the rotor is affected in both cases. Approximately 8-15% less rotation speed were reported compare to the reference rotor operation. In fact the assist rotor in uncoupled design imposes blockage effect and keeps the main rotor away from its peak TSR by compensating some portion of the incoming energy for self operation. More importantly, in the case of coupled double-stage rotors, due to the fact that the assist rotor is rotating with higher TSR than its own optimum range, it causes some negative torque in the system which in turn influences the performance of the main rotor. Fig. 4 . Rotation speed time series of the double-stage and the reference configurations Of particular importance, in addition to the more reliable start-up performance the double-stage rotors offer, they also reduce the cut-in wind speed for the turbine operation remarkably. Based on the simulation results, the reference rotor is not capable of self-starting in lower free stream velocities than 6 m/s. As it is shown in Fig. 4 , in a wind speed of 5 m/s, after initial acceleration the rotor trapped into the so-called dead-zone (red cross sign in Fig. 4 ) in which rotor operates in dragbase phase. In such a condition the rotor is unable to pass into higher TSR values in order to capture energy from wind through lift force over the blades (which Darrieus turbines are originally designed for).In contrast, both proposed coupled and uncoupled arrangements, exhibit self-starting feature in 5m/s free stream velocity. Such a 17% reduction in cut-in speed added extra value to these novel designs particularly with respect to controversial application of Darrieus rotors in areas of low average wind speed.
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In order to have a better insight on the operation of the double-stage rotor which previously showed remarkably enhanced performance in compare with the original design, speeding of the main and assist rotors were plotted within Fig. 5 . As it was expected, at the beginning of the speeding phase the assist rotor accelerates much faster with respect to its less moment of inertia and its rotation speed increases rapidly up until its peak value hit in about 4th second of run time. In the meantime the main rotor rotation speed is growing with far less slope (even a bit less than the rotor from original design does). The peak value of TSR for the assist rotor obtained approximately at the time which the main rotor adopted TSR of 1 and it is passing into its lift-based operation phase. This is a transitional point where the outer rotor due to its rotation speed starts to act as a shelter and reduces the amount of energy can be exposed by the assist rotor in the center. Simultaneously, the main rotor tends to extract more energy at this stage due to the considerable lift force emerging over the cycles. The assist rotor then accepts a negative value for acceleration while the main rotor speed increases rapidly. Such a process continues until both rotors came in to a cyclic balance, see Fig. 5 . 
Mechanical Engineering and Aeronautical Engineering
Regarding the fact that no resistive load due to generator were accounted in the present study, comparative results in terms of angular momentum are provided in terms of angular momentum for the study cases of identical overall moment of inertia in Fig. 6to exhibit more physical sense of the introduced design behavior. A sit can be observed, the presence of assist rotor in non-coupled double stage rotor lead to a considerable increase in angular momentum over the whole operating range with a factor 42% at optimum operating speed. Due to the law of conservation of angular momentum, if we consider the whole turbine package as an isolated system, this comes in to a conclusion that such uncoupled arrangements for double stage rotors, regardless of previously discussed advantages, are capable of working with generators of remarkably higher capacity in comparison with the original design. However this is not the same in the coupled version of doublestage rotors.
Finally, it should be noted that simulation results from several random initial angular position exhibit no significant effect on the overall performance of all study cases. This is in line with claims in literature in the case of original H-Darrieus rotor design. 
Conclusion
The newly proposed double-stage rotor design is successfully investigated by means of CFD simulation in present research. The aerodynamics of such rotors is studied to conceive the conceptual design in terms of operational behavior and develop the capabilities of vertical wind turbines. The following aerodynamic behavior are observed in double stage rotor arrangements: -Both coupled and uncoupled double-stage rotors result in considerably lower cut-in speed values and lower start-up response time in compare with the single rotor configuration. In fact the turbine can be operational at lower wind speed values. -The benefit of using a secondary rotor (assist rotor) is inevitable since it will aid the main rotor to accelerate rapidly from the stationary mode. -With respect to the angular momentum values of both coupled and uncoupled arrangement over speed-up phase it is also concluded that the capacity of the whole rotating mechanism has been increased considerably, especially for the uncoupled configuration, which can lead into taking higher angular momentum suitable for generators of higher capacities.
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